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1803 - Incense cones Nostalgie Edition Bergmannsduft M, 24 pieces

1,47 EUR
Item no.: 343768

shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Crottendorfer Räucherkerzen GmbH

Product Description
Incense cones Nostalgie Edition Bergmannsduft M, 24 pieces
A balsamic fragrance composition of spicy myrrh, aromatic frankincense and sweet styrax with the finest notes of cinnamon and a hint of sweet vanilla.
Original Crottendorfer incense cones are available in a multitude of variations and scents, whether traditional fragrances, exotic scent compositions, scent renaissance or great
scents against small nuisances, our range leaves nothing to be desired.
During the manufacture of the incense candle, a mass is created from charcoal, potato flour as a binding agent, sandalwood, red beech flour and some other ingredients for easy
flammability, to which only the fragrance is added. In addition to the "royal powder" frankincense, other substances from distant, exotic countries are added to the candle mash,
such as amber, lavender, mastic or balsam of Peru. The candles are then shaped, dried and packaged from this raw pulp.
Incense candles, incense sticks and incense may only be used on a fire-proof surface and under supervision. Please note that all incense burners can get hot during use. Therefore,
always place the censer on a temperature-insensitive surface.
While the smokers for our minis (XS) can be smaller than 12 cm, smokers with a size of at least 13 cm are required for the size M. The giants in size XL and XXL should only be
brought to smolder in sufficiently large incense figures or special incense burners.
Use a sufficiently large censer for every incense cone size!

● Frankincense candle scent: myrrh, frankincense, styrax, cinnamon and vanilla
● Package content: 24 pieces
● Size: M (12 mm x 27 mm)
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